TUESDAY DECEMBER 6TH

THESIS & DIRECTED RESEARCH

ECT 1 - 3p
Location: Hayes 4th Floor
Committee: Gregory Delaney (Chair), Nicholas Bruscia
Location: Hayes 321
Committee: Georg Rafailidis (Chair), Kerry Traynor
Location: Hayes B 06
Committee: Mark Shepard (Chair), Alex Reid (UB Dept. Media Study)

ECT 3p - 5p
Location: Hayes 4th Floor
Committee: Kerry Traynor (Chair), Conrad Kickert, Douglas Perrelli (UB Archeological Survey)
Location: Hayes Annex B
Committee: Martha Bohm (Chair), Martha Bohm, Samendy Brice, Nicholas Bruscia

ECT 503/603 Grad 2/3.5 YR, 1/2 YR: Horse Timberlake), Margaret Scaglione (Young and Wright), Jonathan Evans (Mass Design Group), Philip Gusmano (Crafted Concepts), Gregory Hyatt (Hyatt’s), Joshua Smith (Rigidized Metals Corp.), Paul Battaglia, Martha Bohm, Samendy Brice, Nicholas Bruscia, Brian Carter, Adam Thibodeaux, Theodore Hjort, Daxen Brown, Alfie Reynolds (Buffalo Institute for Contemporary Art), Aleia Sack, Dan Pecora, Beth Tauke

ECT 501 Grad 1/3.5 YR: Good Neighbors Aqsa Rafi

DIRECTED RESEARCH:

ECT 1 - 3p
Location: Hayes 4th Floor
Committee: Krista Macy (IDEA Center), Jonathan Morris (Carmina Wood Design), Joyce Hwang, Samendy Brice, Michael Hoover, Joyce Hwang, Andrea Chao, Andria Luceau
Location: Hayes 321
Committee: Martha Bohm, Samendy Brice, Nicholas Bruscia, Brian Carter, Adam Thibodeaux, Theodore Hjort, Daxen Brown, Alfie Reynolds (Buffalo Institute for Contemporary Art), Aleia Sack, Dan Pecora, Beth Tauke

ECT 3p - 5p
Location: Hayes 4th Floor
Committee: Kerry Traynor (Chair), Conrad Kickert, Douglas Perrelli (UB Archeological Survey)
Location: Hayes Annex B
Committee: Martha Bohm (Chair), Martha Bohm, Samendy Brice, Nicholas Bruscia

ECT 503/603 Grad 2/3.5 YR, 1/2 YR: Horse Timberlake), Margaret Scaglione (Young and Wright), Jonathan Evans (Mass Design Group), Philip Gusmano (Crafted Concepts), Gregory Hyatt (Hyatt’s), Joshua Smith (Rigidized Metals Corp.), Paul Battaglia, Martha Bohm, Samendy Brice, Nicholas Bruscia, Brian Carter, Adam Thibodeaux, Theodore Hjort, Daxen Brown, Alfie Reynolds (Buffalo Institute for Contemporary Art), Aleia Sack, Dan Pecora, Beth Tauke

ECT 501 Grad 1/3.5 YR: Good Neighbors Aqsa Rafi